Censorship has, and continues to be, a highly debated topic. Some people believe that in order to secure the safety of citizens, information should be closely censored. However, many other people believe that this is a violation of Americans’ rights. In this piece, Jessica McBirney identifies different forms of censorship, as well its benefits and disadvantages. As you read, pay close attention to the different types of censorship and consider the pros and cons of each.

Types of Censorship

**Moral Censorship**

Moral censorship occurs when a government wants to protect its citizens from something it considers morally wrong or deplorable. For example, while the United States cannot censor hate speech because it is protected as “free speech” under the First Amendment, it can censor threatening language that could provoke violence. The government also requires television companies to “bleep” bad words from TV shows so the audience does not hear them.

**Military Censorship**

This type of censorship occurs when the government eliminates words from letters and newscasts about the military’s location or strategy during a war. This is to prevent enemies from intercepting any information that lets them know what the military is up to.

---

1. **Deplorable** (adjective): deserving strong disapproval or even punishment
2. **Intercept** (verb): to stop and take someone or something that is going from one place to another place before that person or thing gets there
The United States practiced military censorship frequently in World War I and World War II. When a soldier sent a letter to his family, the government would first look through it and black out any words that might give away where he was, what he was doing, and any future plans he had heard. Similarly, the government monitored journalists and newscasters to make sure they did not give away any important information that might be useful to the enemy.

**Political Censorship**

Political censorship is when someone in power restricts others from voicing opposing ideas. A political leader or party might do this to maintain their top position and keep the public from learning about ways they might be wrong.

For example, the Communist Party in the Soviet Union during the late 1900s enforced severe political censorship. Inspectors from the party monitored journalists, writers, and artists to ensure they said nothing negative about the party or the Soviet Union itself. Weather reporters were not even allowed to predict that it might be raining on a holiday!

**Religious Censorship**

This type of censorship occurs when the dominant religion in a country does not allow people from other religions to share their beliefs. Usually when this is the case, the dominant religion is tied to the government in some way, which gives them the power to enforce these rules. They do this to maintain the unity and power of their religion in society, and to keep their own power intact.

One famous example of religious censorship happened right around 1600, when Galileo Galilei proved that the sun does not revolve around the earth, but that the earth revolves around the sun. This was directly against the beliefs of the Roman Catholic Church at the time, and the Church worked hard to prevent him from spreading his discovery. They eventually forced him to lie and say he had been wrong about the whole thing, and he was sentenced to live out the rest of his life confined to his home.

**Corporate Censorship**

Corporate censorship is when a company warns its employees not to say anything that might put the company in a negative light. This kind of censorship is a little different from the others, because it usually does not involve the government or any laws; instead, it might be the company's own policy that employees feel they must follow so they don't lose their job. For example, about 40% of reporters say they sometimes avoid writing a newsworthy story because it might say something bad about the company that owns their newspaper.

---

3. The founding and ruling political party of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics until 1990
4. An Italian astronomer, physicist, engineer, and mathematician responsible for several scientific discoveries throughout the 17th century
5. **Confine** *(verb)*: to keep (a person or animal) in a place (such as a prison)
Pros and Cons

Censorship does have some benefits. It can protect people from slander⁶ or violent threats. It can strengthen national security by keeping information away from enemies. Some people believe it can make a society more unified or moral. Others support it because it can benefit certain groups in a country, such as the main political party or the main religion (although this is often at the expense of others).

However, there are also many downsides to these kinds of restrictions of communication. The government's decision about what to censor can be random or unfair. Censorship also limits individual freedom to speak openly, and protest things that are not right. Suppressing⁷ opposing views can also hold back social progress and restrict people's ability to learn more about the world and other people.

---

6. **Slander (verb)**: intentionally making a false accusation against someone in order to hurt their reputation
7. **Suppress (verb)**: to end or stop (something) by force
Text-Dependent Questions

Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. **PART A:** Which statement best identifies the central idea of the text?  
   A. All forms of censorship identified in the article are violations of human rights and have no benefits.  
   B. The censorship discussed in the article is only employed when necessary and for the benefit of the public.  
   C. The article presents a complicated debate, in which censoring content is neither clearly right or wrong.  
   D. It would be great to live in a world where information didn't need to be censored, but that's simply impossible.

2. **PART B:** Which detail best supports the answer to Part A?  
   A. “Censorship is an extremely controversial issue, and each country usually has its own reasons for passing these laws.” (Paragraph 2)  
   B. “Governments can censor anything.” (Paragraph 2)  
   C. “A government wants to protect its citizens” (Paragraph 3)  
   D. “Censorship does have some benefits.” (Paragraph 11)

3. **PART A:** In the context of the passage, what does “controversial” mean as it is used in paragraph 2?  
   A. Likely to cause disagreement  
   B. Inspiring anger  
   C. Agreeable  
   D. Certain of something

4. **PART B:** Which statement from the text best supports the answer to Part A?  
   A. “It is very common for families to have rules about what can or cannot be said at home,” (Paragraph 1)  
   B. “Governments can censor anything, including spoken words, public or private written communication, communication via the internet, art, movies and entertainment, news media, and even advertising.” (Paragraph 2)  
   C. “there are a few core reasons why a government would want to restrict communication.” (Paragraph 2)  
   D. “the United States cannot censor hate speech” (Paragraph 3)
5. How does paragraph 3 contribute to the overall central idea of the text?
Discussion Questions

Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. Have you ever felt censured? How did it make you feel? Cite evidence from this text, your own experience, and other literature, art, or history in your answer.

2. In your opinion, when is censorship a good thing? When it is a bad thing? Cite evidence from this text, your own experience, and other literature, art, or history in your answer.

3. In the context of the text, which is more important: freedom or security? Cite evidence from this text, your own experience, and other literature, art, or history in your answer.